DIRECT ADMISSION

About DIRECT ADMISSION (DA)


DIRECT ADMISSION Pvt. Ltd is one of India’s leading education
consultancy responsible for providing proficient admission guidance to
student and parents, henceforth, helping them to walk on the path of bright
future. A student is not just limited to receiving admission consultation but is
also provided with career counselling that equips him/her to make an
informed career decision. DA is operating since 2009 and is accredited with
the achievement of successfully placing a large number of students in top and
well reputed Private Colleges and Universities in India and Abroad. Our
counsellors are accountable for getting the student admitted in an
educational institution that best fits his/her profile and also for the
completion of his/her application form without leaving any stressors for the
parents. All the application procedures are taken care of by us.

We provide complete education facilities to the students, supporting
and guiding them from their admission procedure till their
placements. Admission guidance is necessary to ensure that students
get into an institution that is the most compatible with their profile.
DA is also equipped to provide students with preparation guidance for
GATE, CAT, NEET, CLAT, and CAT exams which play a major role in
getting into India’s Best Institutions. We also provide preparation
guidance for GRE, TOEFL, IELTS, and GMAT to help them get into
colleges abroad. Project Guidance Is Provided for All Final Year
Students Who Comes with Innovative Ideas or Existing Projects Which
Helps them In Personal Development and Research for Their Career in
future.








Counselling for choosing the right branch and stream based on your aptitude.
Advice on choosing the college that’ll have a significant part to play in not just
building your career, but your personality and worldview.
Securing Direct and assured admission by capitalizing on advisory and
consultancy.
It is a simple, hassle free and completely genuine procedure.
Our services have been dynamically priced: the sooner you book your seat, the
more subsidized will be your charge. Advance booking for 2018 is now open.
Academic Courses: B.Tech (All Branches), MBBS, MD/MS, BDS/MDS, MBA,
MCA, PG, DIPLOMA, BA. LLB, BBA, BCA, BHM, MHM, B.COM, M.COM For
more Enquiries, fill : http://bit.ly/2gAG5t3

 Overview
MBA COLLEGES





To create a quality educational provision where world
class educational resources, supplies, management and
consultancy can provide integrated educational solutions
to today’s educational challenges.

ENGINEERING COLLEGES



MEDICAL COLLEGES



OTHER COURSES





We lead you to your Dream College

You

DIRECT
ADMISSION

Dream
college

Our Vision

Our Mission
We are a specialist firm that offers comprehensive
educational services for educational based companies,
government bodies, local educational authorities and
independent educational based organizations and centres
worldwide. Become the premier international world class
integrated educational services provider.

 We Provide


Provide integrated educational consultancy services
We provide educational consultancy services for semigovernmental organizations, non-governmental organizations,
and privately owned centres. We provide Strategic Planning and
Management consultancy services as well as outsourcing and
recruitment solutions.



Provide educational based management solutions to colleges and
universities
For colleges and universities who wish to seek our services, we
offer management solutions whereby we can either manage your
educational institutions on your behalf with an agreed terms and
conditions or where we can offer interim managers in cases of
emergencies until full solutions and replacements are sought.
Please contact us for further details.

 We Offer
MBA colleges
3,00,000+ applicants
every year and 2500+ colleges.
Make informed decisions at each
step to get to the right MBA college

MBBS COLLEGES
Get professional education and
reliable consultation by our team
of certified teachers and
instructors.

engineering colleges

18,00,000+ applicants
ever every year and 3,500+ colleges.
make informed decisions to get right
engineering college.

OTHER COURSES
Get information on course, eligibility, fees, infrastructure and more for over
30,000 colleges across India
Examples: Architecture, Biotechnology, IIT-JEE, Journalism, Law, Marine
Engineering, PHD courses, Physiotherapy, Test Preparations-Online Coaching
Etc.

MBA – Master of Business Administration
•

Exams

Featured colleges for MBA in India

CAT, MAT, CMAT,
XAT, SNAP, NMAT
By GMAC, GMAT


1.

Symbiosis Institute of Business Management, Pune

Popular
courses

2.

S. P. Jain Institute of Management and Research, Mumbai

3.

Narsee Monjee Institute of Management Studies , Mumbai

4.

Christ University, Bangalore





MBA-PGDM



Executive MBA



Distance MBA



Online MBA



Part-time MBA

5.

Prin. L. N. Welingkar Institute of Management Development
& Research, Mumbai

6.

Symbiosis Institute of Business Management, Bangalore

7.

Xavier School of Management, Jamshedpur (XLRI)

8.

Management Development Institute(MDI), Gurgaon

Courses You may Find in your Dream MBA college


MBA-PGDM - The main reason why postgraduate courses are named
as PGDM is because when an Institute is an autonomous body (not affiliated
to any University) and conducts management courses, then such Institutes
cannot offer MBA degree. Even IIMs, XLRI's doesn't offer MBA degrees; they
only give PGP Diploma. But there is purely no difference when it comes to how
the industry treats PGDM and MBA graduate.



Executive MBA - stands for ‘Executive Master of Business
Administration’, which is commonly misconstrued to be a superior form of
MBA study. In actual fact, the two are pretty much equal in terms of cachet and
value on graduation – but they are delivered in entirely different ways.



Online MBA - Online MBA programs offer a unique learning experience
that can often be customized to meet personal preferences, schedules or goals.
This type of programs can be a great choice for independent learners who
prefer self-directed study in which they set the pace for course completion.

ENGINEERING COURSES
Exams
JEE-Mains

Featured colleges for Engineering in
INDIA

UPSEE



IIIT- Hyderabad

COMEDK



BIT-Mesra, Ranchi

BITSAT



Thapar University, Patiala, Punjab

WBJEE



Popular courses


ME/M.Tech



BE/B.Tech



Diploma




Dhirubhai Ambani Institute of Information and
Communication Technology, Gandhinagar

Manipal University, Near Tiger circle, Manipal
SRM University, Chennai (SRM Chennai), Kattankulathur,
Chennai



VIT University, Vellore, Tamil Nadu



Ramaiah Institute of Technology, Bengaluru

Courses You may Find in your Dream Engineering college






B.E./ B.TECH - A bachelor’s degree in engineering provides students
with the fundamental engineering training they need to start exciting
careers in the engineering field.
M.E/M.TECH - This is generally a 2-year specialization program in a
specific branch of engineering or a technical field. Students typically
enter the M.Eng./M.Tech./M.Sc.Eng./M.Sc.Tech. programs after
completing a 4-year undergraduate programme in engineering
resulting in the award of a Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of
Technology degree, or a 5-year programme in Science.
DIPLOMA in Engineering and Technology - Diploma programs are
a higher education opportunity that schools around the world offer.
These programs usually take between one and two years to
complete. This program is often a clear path to employment.

MBBS – Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery

Exams

•



1. NEET

Featured colleges for MBBS in INDIA

2. NIH BHMS

•

Medical
courses







BDS
BAMS
BHMS
PHARMACY
NURSING



Bhartiya vidyapeeth, Pune



DY Patil Medical College, Kohlapur



Rama Medical College, Kanpur & Ghaziabad



MGM medical college, Jaipur



SRM medical College, Chennai





Christian Medical College, Vellore, Tamil
Nadu

Sri Siddhartha Medical College, Tumkur

Courses You may Find in your Dream Medical college






BDS - B.D.S. stands for Bachelor of Dental Surgery. It is an
Undergraduate Academic Degree course which deals with the
field of Dentistry. The duration of Bachelor of Dental Surgery
course is 4-5 years of study with internship and without
internship.
Pharmacy - Pharmacy is the science and technique of preparing
and dispensing drugs. It is a health profession that links health
sciences with chemical sciences and aims to ensure the safe and
effective use of pharmaceutical drugs.
Nursing - Bachelor of Science degree in Nursing or B.Sc
Nursing is a 4 year professional course. This course focuses on
the promotion, upholding and reinstatement of health and to
the avoidance of disease. There are mainly two Bachelor
programs in Nursing available in India, Basic B.Sc (4 years) and
Post-Basic B.Sc (2-3 year).

STUDY ABROAD



UK (MBBS in the United Kingdom)
The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, commonly known as
the United Kingdom (UK) and colloquially Great Britain (GB) or simply Britain, is
a sovereign country in western Europe.
The cost of education for an international student in the UK can be generally
lower compared to the USA and other countries.
Medicine is the most sought after course not only in the UK but in the whole
Europe. No entrance exam is needed for admissions into MBChB programme in
the UK. Student’s intermediate scorecard will determine their eligibility
(generally 70+ in PCB) plus an overall score of 6th band in the IELTS.



1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

UK’s Top Universities List :
University of Liverpool
University of Nottingham
Brighton & Sussex Medical School
Queen Mary University of London
University of Cambridge
Imperial College London
King’s College London
University of Leicester
University of Manchester
University of Oxford
The University of Edinburgh

MBBS in Ukraine, Europe
Courses: MD (equivalent to MBBS in India) Dentistry, Pharmacy.
The students with medical degrees from Ukraine are permitted to apply for
International Licensing exams like USMLE (USA), PLAB (UK), MCI Screening Test
as well as in other countries.
Universities in Ukraine are teaching under Bologna Process European Credit
Transfer Scheme or ECTS that means the course is compatible in all countries of
Europe including UK and Germany. The Ukrainian method of teaching is at par
with that of the rest of the world and thus students find acceptance in fields of
work as well as places of higher education elsewhere.

Ukraine’s Universities List :

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

Kharkiv National Medical University
V.N. Karazin Kharkiv National University
Lviv National Medical University (LNMU)
Kyiv Medical University of UAFM
National Medical University n. a. O. O.
Bogomolets
Odessa State Medical University
Ternopil State Medical University

MBBS in Mauritius
MBBS in Mauritius is very popular among Indian
students. Mauritius is an emerging destination for
quality Medical Studies (MBBS) in Indian Ocean.

Why study in Mauritius:
Medical Council of India (MCI) guided syllabus.
Infrastructure accredited by TEC, UTM.
Established teaching hospital, clinical training at FLACQ, a
distinctive hospital of Government of Mauritius.
Indian faculty with decades of teaching experience.
Small batches to enable better teaching and learning.
No Donation, Year wise payment of tuition fee and hostel
expenses.

MBBS colleges in Mauritius
1.
2.

SSR Medical College
Anna Medical College and
Research Centre, Mauritius

FEE Structure of the Entire course:
In Mauritius, MBBS course fees is
around 35,00,000 INR (for whole 5
years) ,
Living Cost- 200 to 300 USD per
month, Course Duration – 5 Years.

MBBS in Nepal
MBBS in Nepal is the best opportunity for the Indian students. Nepal is nearby to India and has
amicable relations with the nation. The best thing about Nepal medical colleges is that most of the faculty
is from India. MBBS course in Nepal is valid in India only after qualifying the MCI screening test once
you complete the medical course.
All the medical colleges/universities are approved by the Medical Council of India. Even the syllabus
curriculum is similar to the Indian counterparts. There is no such language barrier.
Nepal is famous among Indian students majorly because the quality of education, competitive fee
structure and less documentation are among the fewer reasons why for Indian students selecting this
country for higher education.

Top medical colleges in Nepal

1.

Nobel Medical College, Biratnagar

2.

National Medical College, Birgunj

3.

Nepalgunj Medical College, Nepalgunj

4.

Chitwan Medical College, Chitwan

5.

Birat Medical College, Biratnagar

6.

Janki Medical College, Janakpur

7.

Gandaki Medical College, Pokhara

8.

Manipal College of Medical Sciences, Pokhara

MBBS in Philippines
Philippines offer one of the best education systems in Asia. Study in the Philippines is one
of the best options for international students to study entirely in English at a relatively low
cost and high quality
High quality education, the structure safe, supportive and affordable prices and other
expenditures are one of the main reasons for foreign students opt for higher education in
the country.

o



Benefits of studying MBBS in Philippines

The mode of teaching at all levels of education is English, which is
widely used in business language, education, communication and
trade.



It has a tropical climate with a similar trend of the disease in India



First-class facilities and infrastructure with Modern teaching methods.



The global exposure of working with various nationalities as well.



Medical universities are approved by WHO.



Low enrolment rates for MBBS in Foreign.

Other Courses


Banking & Finance
Accounting is the measurement, processing and communication of financial
information about economic entities.
Banking can be defined as the business activity of accepting and safeguarding
money owned by other individuals and entities, and then lending out this money in
order to earn a profit.



Design
Here are some design courses that you may find in colleges: Fashion & Textile
designing, Industrial & Product designing, Graphic designing, Interaction
designing, Interior designing, Jewellery & Accessory designing.



Hospitality, Aviation & Tourism
Aviation is the practical aspect or art of aeronautics, being the design, development,
production, operation and use of aircraft, especially heavier than air aircraft

Hospital Management provides a direct link between healthcare facilities and
those supplying the services they need.

 Career After 12th


Science:
In these days Science is growing very fast and new
technology born everyday with new and innovative ideas.
Choosing the Science career option will helped you a lot in
future. It will make rest of your life easy and determine your
life, if you choose science based on your aptitude. Your
career interests in science can be Engineering, Medical
Science or Research etc.
12th standard is the last stage of a student’s school life. After
12th, a student has to decide his path and his career. This
step has to be taken after lots of planning and thinking. You
just can’t afford to choose what to do after 12th standard
carelessly. You must take into consideration various factors
like- your interests, job scope and opportunities etc while
choosing your career. I think this article will help you deal
with it.

 Humanities
Arts or Humanities is a very diverse stream and mainly deals with subjects
like literature, Sociology, Psychology, Political Science etc. The career horizon
for those who belong to this stream of study is limit less. Students who major
in humanities (English, history, sociology, foreign languages, etc.) are known
for their sharp analytical skills. In India, Humanities is a traditional stream
which helps in digging out creativity and livelihood in the students. Students
need to set right ambitions and identify their hidden talents to break
stereotypes for getting success. Humanities is a stream which offers massive
core and sub-disciplines including arts, humanities, liberal arts, fine arts, social
science, performing arts, cultural and ethnic studies. All the varying names
point to different personalities such as humanities point towards a relationship
between human culture and thinking. Fine arts is about painting, sculpture,
and music. Performing arts is devoted towards theatre, dance and other
cultural performances. Social science is the subject matter of all the disciplines
related to society and individuals.

 Commerce

Gone are the days when Bachelor in Commerce course offers two major options- B.Com
with Accountancy and B.Com with Management. After passing the 12th standard from
Commerce stream from recognised board, one may enrol for Bachelor of Commerce (B.
Com) degree. Bachelor of Commerce (B.Com) is a full time three year degree course.
Students now can specialise in Bachelor in Accountancy and Finance (BAF), Bachelor in
Banking and Insurance (BBI) and Bachelor in Financial Markets (BFM).
The career prospects in commerce and its interdisciplinary domains such as Banking,
Chartered Accountancy, Company Secretary, Economics, Stock Broking, Cost Work
and Accountancy, and Agricultural Economics are extremely bright. B.Com along with
Chartered Accountancy or MBA will pay you to a larger extent. These degrees will able
to pay you to have a good position in public and private organisations.

Career Assessment, Planning, Counselling and Guidance Test
CPCG




Education, the one necessity that cannot be avoided at any
cost. Often everyone is confused about how to make a good
career, what to choose, what not to pursue, how to walk on
that thin line between a good career with broad scope and a
career in one’s own interests. This is where career counselling
comes into the picture.

The main aim of career counselling is to help students choose
a field that is in tune with their skills and their job
expectations. Thus, with the help of career counselling, most
candidates end up choosing the right career and perform their
level best, which ultimately helps them succeed. Here comes a
great product from Direct Admission named CPCG.

Our Career assessment, planning, counselling and
guidance test (CPCG) is a Department of Science and
Technology, Government of India recognized, online
psychometric test that evaluates a person’s personality
based on five factors, namely, orientation style,
personality traits, aptitude profile, interests and
emotional quotient and comes up with five best fit
career matches that they should opt for that would have
their interest vested in them and thus, would excel in
that chosen career.

KOTA ONLINE COACHING PROGRAMME
o




KOCP
Every student is in a race to score well during their higher and senior
secondary years. Anything less than 90% is a curse in today’s competitive
world. So, not only students but parents also, have changed their mindsets to
such an extent that coaching classes are a must have for every student during
their 11th and 12th standards, especially science students.
Are coaching centres a necessity? Do they feed off every Indian family’s need
for preparing their kids for entrance examinations, especially for sciencerelated courses? Do they attempt to create an aptitude for the field by forcing
subjects on students?
Yes, coaching centres have their pros. But if this is the case, then why do many
people flunk the competitive exams even after joining these coaching
institutes?
Its the pressure of scoring exceptionally well on the students that is imposed
from the very early days. So in this chaos of what to do and what not do, Direct
Admission has a brilliant product named Kota Online Coaching Program
(KOCP).

KOCP Content


KOCP is an educational tool developed by Direct Admission featuring education
faculty of KOTA which possess an experience of more than 30 years. The KOCP kit
includes video lectures that are accessible online. This was an initiative taken by
the company in aid of students who intend to crack national level competitive
exams inclusive of JEE, NEET and CBSE.
The advanced technology used in fabricating the entire kit allows its user to steer
the video speed through the course of its streaming. To dodge the problem of
inefficient internet connectivity, the video lectures are also made available offline
in the form of DVD, USB, SD card and Tablet.
Direct admission has successfully sold more than 1500 copies since the launch of
KOCP in December, 2016.

KOCP – JEE Courses









Correct Study Strategy to Succeed: Not everyone succeeds in the though
IIT JEE. In fact, even geniuses have failed. Surprisingly, very intelligent
students often have to struggle before succeeding. Some argue that
success in IITs has more to do with motivation, organization and
determination than sheer intelligence.
Our Regular JEE Courses:
Yearlong course - Yearlong course means, lasting for entire a year.
Yearlong course is specially designed for a particular class, like especially
for 11th or 12th. In a yearlong course, one can avail a validity of 365 days.
Complete course- Complete course comprises of almost all the topics of
class 11th and 12th, with a validity of 365 days. There are specially
designed for those students who are re-appearing in their respective
competition exam and wanted to revise the syllabus in just 1 year.
Topic Based course- Topic base courses are beneficial for those students
guidance on some particular topics. Every topic base course is having a
validity according to the content present in it.

KOCP – NEET Courses


The Right Study Strategy to Succeed: NEET, one of the

toughest competitive exams, gives you the entry ticket to your dream
medical college. DIRECT ADMISSION provides the kind of
knowledge and skill required to get through this tough competitive
exam so that you can pursue the medical course of your choice at a
reputed medical college.







Our Regular NEET Course
Yearlong Course - Yearlong courses are the ones that last for the
entire year. In a yearlong course, one can avail a validity of 365
days.
Complete Course - Complete courses cover almost all the topics
and carry a validity of 365 days. Complete knowledge and
understanding of the chosen subject is provided in these courses.
Topic Based Course - Topic-Based courses have especially been
designed to provide complete knowledge about particular topics.
These are beneficial for those who want to seek expert guidance on
a particular topic and not the entire syllabus.

 Contact Us

Direct Admission Pvt. Ltd
New Delhi, India.
Toll Free : 1800-3000-2688
Email : email@thedirectadm.com
Website : www.directadmissiononline.com
https://www.facebook.com/directadmissiononline/
https://www.instagram.com/directadmission2017/
https://plus.google.com/u/0/+DirectAdmissionOnline
https://twitter.com/iwantadmission

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC0VfvHrQizUzkLiv5zZkm-

